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We introduce a new technique for modulo scheduling, based on the un-
winding of the modulo scheduling problem, and the acyclic scheduling of
the unwinded problem under an additional constraint of regularity. Given λ
the modulo schedule initiation interval, a regular unwinded schedule is such
that two successive instances of any operation are scheduled at least λ cy-
cles apart. For a given λ, we establish the equivalence between the modulo
schedules, and the regular unwinded schedules of suitable size.

A main benefit of the regular unwinding technique is the re-formulation of
the modulo scheduling problems in the classic framework of acyclic schedul-
ing. In particular, we introduce new modulo scheduling problem relaxations
that are solvable in pseudo-polynomial time. These results are obtained by
combining regular unwinding with the time-constrained instruction schedul-
ing relaxation of Leung, Palem & Pnueli [2].

Modulo scheduling [3, 1] is an instruction scheduling technique used for
software pipelining inner program loops. In modulo scheduling problems, a
set of operations {Oi}1≤i≤n is repeatedly executed with a period of λ cycles,
the initiation interval. Precisely, we denote {σi}1≤i≤n the schedule dates,
and the execution is constrained as follows:

• Uniform dependence constraints denoted Oi

αj
i ,βj

i−→ Oj: for each such
dependence, a valid modulo schedule satisfies σi + αj

i − λβj
i ≤ σj. The

latency αj
i and the distance βj

i of the dependences are non negative
integers. The carried dependences are such that βj

i > 0.

• Modulo resource constraints: each operation Oi requires ~bi ≥ ~0 cumu-
lative resources for all the time intervals [σi+kλ, σi+kλ+pi−1], k ∈ ZZ,
and the total resource use at any time
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must not exceed ~B. The positive integer value pi is the processing time
of operation Oi.
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